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ABSTRACT
The study introduces the techniques  of Electroless Chemical Deposition Method of Depositing  
n-Cu2O  using  the  boiling  and  then  the  immersion  techniques.  Comparative  studies  of  the  
deposition phases and the physical properties of both approaches was carried out through the X-  
ray Diffraction (XRD) and the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) of the n-Cu2O deposited.  
The investigation identifies the different micrographs from the SEM and the different spectral  
from the XRD of the n-Cu2O deposited when they are both under the same material and pH  
conditions. The implication of varying the boiling time in the boiling technique and the variation  
in  the pH level  of  the immersion technique were analyzed.  The result  shows that  there was  
dissolution of the oxide layer for boiling at a given time in the boiling method while there was no  
dissolution of the oxide in the case of the immersion method. However , it was discovered that  
the growth rate is dependent on the solution pH .Its was also found that at pH 12.30 there was  
formation of CuO on the sample deposited by immersion technique and show no reaction on that  
of boiling technique.  
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INTRODUCTION
A thin film is a layer of material deposition whose thickness is of the order of a given wavelength 
of an electromagnetic radiation. The layers of materials are coated on substrates which could be 
plastics,  glasses or metal to accomplish a desirable effect.  Thin films are crystalline or non-
crystalline  materials  developed  on a  substrates  surface  by physical  or  chemical  method [1]. 
Several  chemical  methods  for  the  deposition  of  Cu2O layers  are  available.   Of  the  various 
techniques  the  Electroless  deposition  or  autocatalytic  method  is  an  attractive  method  that 
involves the presence of a chemical reducing agent in solution to reduce metallic ions to the 
metal state. The approaches  involve in the Electroless Chemical Deposition of n-Cu2O includes 
the  Boiling  technique,  the  immersion  technique,  the  heating  techniques  or  chemical  bath 
technique.[2]   The name electroless is somewhat misleading, however, there are no external 
electrodes present, but there is electric current (charge transfer) involved. Instead of an anode, 
the metal is supplied by the metal salt and a substrate serves as the cathode, while the electrons 
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are provided by a reducing agent. The process takes place only on catalytic surfaces rather than 
throughout the solution (if the process is not properly controlled, the reduction can take place 
throughout the solution, possibly on particles of dust or of catalytic metals, with undesirable 
results).[3]
Electroless deposition possesses several characteristics not shared by other methods, and that 
accounts for its ever-growing popularity. Experience shows that each substrate requires its own 
specific technique and surface preparation (i.e., cleaning process) which requires very careful 
selection and application. It must be stressed that cleaning may affect the porosity of the metal 
deposit.[4] Residues from cleaners and deoxidizers may create inactive spots that will not initiate 
electroless deposition. This may result in the necessity to have a thicker deposit before continuity 
is achieved. In extreme cases continuity is never reached. In general, deposition requires one or 
more  of  the  following  steps  (1)  Cleaning,  (2)  Surface  modification,  (3)  Sensitization,  (4) 
Catalyzing, (5) Activation (acceleration). Rinsing is required between the steps. If the metal to be 
deposited electrolessly can be reduced by the sensitizing ion, then it is not necessary to reduce 
the active metal first. Instead, the substrate is immersed in the electroless bath immediately after 
sensitizing and rinsing [5]. Various approaches have  been used in depositing n-Cu2O layer ,some 
of which include the boiling technique [6] ,the immersion  technique[7], the heating or chemical 
bath techniques [8], the electro chemical deposition technique[9-11],  In this paper, an attempt 
has been made to compare the structural properties of n-Cu2O thin films deposited through the 
boiling  and immersion techniques of the Electroless Chemical Deposition Method.  

SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES:
The deposition of n- Cu2O layers was done using the two techniques i.e the boiling and the 
immersion techniques of the Electroless Chemical Deposition Methods. Both techniques were 
under the same condition of material used, metal salt and same specification for preparing the 
solution. The main difference in the two techniques under investigation was that, the boiling 
technique was achieved through boiling with different time specification while the immersion 
technique was achieved by varying the pH of the solution with same time length. 

The Boiling Techniques
The n-type  cuprous  oxide  produced is  in  accordance  to  [6].  During  this  process  the  copper 
surface was conditioned according to an existing procedure by [13]. This eliminates any grease 
or dirt from the surface of the copper foil. Anhydrous copper II sulphate of purity 99.0% (BDR-
GPR), of molecular weight 159.60 was used to make CuSO4 solution of 0.001M concentration, 
where 100cm2  CuSO4 solutions was taken in a beaker and its pH was measured to be 5.5 using 
TES 1380 pH meter. The beaker containing the solution was heated to boiling using 78HW-1 
magnetic heating stirrer. Later, one copper foil was dipped into the boiling solution and heating 
continued for 60 minutes. The sample was removed at the end of the time, washed in deionized 
water severally and finally dried between tissue papers. Subsequent trials were made by taking 
fresh amount of the solution with varied boiling time of 50,40,30,20 and 10 minutes. Surface 
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morphological studies and X- ray diffraction (XRD) studies were carried out on the sample to 
ascertain the type of films deposited. 

The Immersion Techniques
This technique is in accordance to [7]. During this process the same copper foil, pH level 5.5 and 
solution specification was used as in the boiling techniques.  Also 100cm2  CuSO4 solution was 
taken in a beaker and a well conditioned copper foil was then dipped into the solution and left for 
30 days. The process was repeated for different pH of 8.05, 9.83, and 12.30 for the same length 
of time. At the end of each number of days, the copper foils were removed and washed severally 
in deionized water and finally dried between tissue papers. The surface morphological studies 
using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and X- ray diffraction (XRD) were carried out on 
the sample to ascertain the type of films deposited.
 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The SEM and XRD results of the n-Cu2O obtained by both techniques were analyzed, compared 
and presented in two parts:  the result  of the boiling method and then that of the immersion 
method. 

Boiling Technique
In the boiling techniques, the physical appearance of the films appeared blackish- brown and it  
was also found to be independent of the boiling time. Only the variation in the boiling time 
affects the uniformity and amount of the films deposited.[12 ]. Based on the range of boiling 
time adopted by [6] the films deposited from 40-60 minutes were said to be more uniform and 
the best deposition was achieved at 60 minutes boiling with pH 5.5. The variation of the pH level 
show no deposition for all the boiling time adopted and for the boiling time above 60 minutes it  
was observed that, there is dissolution or washing away of the layer deposited. 

Immersion Technique 
In the immersion techniques, the physical appearance ranged from blackish –brown to reddish 
brown and black, depending on the pH level of the solution which dictates the effect of varying 
the pH level upon depositing. Based on the pH level adopted, it was observed that the formation 
of n-Cu2O started its phase from pH 5.5 through pH 8.05 and finally formed at pH 9.83 which 
appeared purely reddish brown.  The deposition observed at  pH 12.30 appeared black which 
confirms  the  presence of  CuO while  the  pH level  below pH 5.5 did not  produce  any layer 
deposition. 

DISCUSSION
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
The scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) for the boiling techniques shows the existence of large 
crystals having wide gap between them as shown in figure 4.1. These wide gaps imply that 
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annealing of the sample is required to improve on the packing of the crystals so as to lower the 
resistivity of the Cu2O layer.[12] The SEM micrographs obtained by the immersion techniques 
show that the nature of the crystals is pH dependant. The SEM micrograph of the unannealed 
sample obtained by the immersion method for the solution pH 5.5( Figure 4.2) shows that the 
formation of the n-Cu2O is in mixed form of CuO[6], but the formation  crystals of the material 
being  more  closely packed together  than  that  of  the  boiling  technique.  This  shows that  the 
formation changes phase as the pH increases. At pH 8.05 the layer formed is as shown in Figure 
4.3 while at  pH 9.83 the n-Cu2O layer  was observed to be formed  (Figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.1: The SEM micrograph of the Figure  4.2:  The  SEM  micrograph    60 
minutes boiled unannealed sample of the sample prepared by the   with pH 5.5

             immersion technique with pH 5.5

Figure 4.4: The SEM micrograph of the Figure 4.3: The SEM micrograph
unannealed sample prepared by the of the unannealed sample prepared
immersion techniques for solution pH 9.83. by the immersion techniques for solution pH 

8.05
X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD)
In the X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) the films for 60 minutes boiling shows the presence of a 
mixture of Cu2O and CuO phases on the spectra, as can be observed in Figure 4.5. The Cu2O 
plane is at 2θ = 52.5o, while the CuO (112) plane is at 2θ = 51.6o. The sample was annealed to 
remove the CuO as shown in Figure 4.6 .  In the immersion techniques, the XRD studies of 
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samples show the existence of one or more phases of oxides of copper depending on the pH of 
the solution. Figure 4.7 shows the XRD spectra for the sample prepared by immersion techniques 
at pH 5.5 for 30 days. The spectra show the presence of Cu(111) plane at 2θ = 43.43o  and CuO 
(202) plane at 2θ = 48.62o, the sample was not annealed. At higher solution pH of 9.83 prepared 
by immersion techniques  for 30 days, the spectra show the presence of   Cu2O (111) plane at 2θ 
= 36.13o and Cu (200) plane at 2θ = 50.51o  as shown in Figure  4.8. As the pH further increases 
to 12.30 the deposition changed composition to CuO (111) plane at 2θ = 35o and Cu (200) plane 
at 2θ = 50.51o (Figure 4.9) and the colour is black.

     
Figure 4.5: XRD spectra of the unannealed      Figure 4.6: XRD spectra of the annealed sample
sample obtained by the boiling method for    obtained by the boiling method for the 60 minutes 
the 60 minutes boiling time boiling time

    
Figure 4.7: XRD Spectra of the unannealed      Figure 4.8: XRD Spectra of the unannealed         
Sample prepared by immersion in CuSO4 sample prepared by immersion techniques in 
at pH 5.50 showing the presence of CuO        CuSO4 solution at pH 9.83 showing the 
and Cu.                                                        Present of n-Cu2O
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  Figure 4.9: shows XRD spectra of the unannealed

  Sample prepared by the immersion techniques at 
    pH 12.30 showing the present of CuO.

CONCLUSION
In the present study, the deposition  of the boiling techniques are compared with that of the  
immersion techniques with the same material  used,  metal salt  and same solution preparation 
specification.  The paper explains both the boiling technique and the immersion technique of 
obtaining n-Cu2O. In the analysis it was observed that, there was layer dissolution in the boiling 
techniques due to overheating. In the immersion technique, the oxide layers deposited was found 
to be pH dependant. There was no dissolution of the oxide layers deposited for all the pH values 
considered in the immersion techniques.  The layer deposited for the solution pH of 9.83 is the 
only  layer  that  appears  reddish  brown while  layers  deposited  for  other  solution  pH appear 
blackish –brown or black, depending on the pH of the solution. The results indicate that, there 
has been gradual formation of the Cu2O layer from the CuO at pH5.50 to Cu2O at pH 9.83 and 
then as pH increases, the process is reversed from Cu2O back to CuO. Annealing sample Fig: 4.5 
changes the cupric phase to cuprous phase for the sample obtained by the 60 minutes boiling 
time.  It  can  be  concluded  that  immersion  method  is  more  reliable  than  the  boiling  method 
because there is no weakening of the layer and also no layer deposition on staying longer than 
one hour in immersion.
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